
Installing a new toggle link on the Dillon RL550B
 

Having had my Dillon RL550B for a number of years it needed some work. The excellent people at Dillon, holding up
their end of Mike’s “NO BS” guarantee simply sent me parts when I wrote them about alignment issues with my press.
Upon receiving the parts there was a very well written set of directions for aligning the shell plate, a shell plate
alignment tool, a new toggle link (the part the handle screws into that also connects to the main ram), and a timber nail
with the tip cut off.
 
I proceeded to drive Dillon personnel crazy with questions about how to get that blasted toggle link off and the new
one installed. Being a technical writer for a number of years, and believing what Al Einstein once said “If you can’t
explain it in simple terms, you don’t understand it” I decided to endeavor upon a written explanation with HEY!
Pictures! I did this so the folks at Dillon can make more presses and spend less money on customer service. Hopefully
this we be some help.
 
First you will need to disassemble your press of all external parts, primer system, shell plates, handle, everything you
can take off easily. Then DISMOUNT it from whatever it’s bolted to and put it on the bench. This is the press with the
part that for the life of me I couldn’t figure out how to get off. An explanation of “remove the arms as the bolt is
stepped and it will come off” didn’t do it. Lets look at what we’ve got now:
 

 
That’s the new link next to the pin we’re going to remove and the toggle link it goes through we’re going to replace.
You’ll need to remove the main ram from the toggle link. This is easily done by  loosening the lock screw located in
the bottom of the ram shown here. Once that is done the pin comes out with your fingers or some gentle persuasion.

 



 
Once the ram is removed we have this – GOOD time to totally clean that press!

 

 
What we are looking at now is the side of the toggle arm that has the hole through it. This runs all the way through the

ram cylinder to the pin that holds the arm in on the other side. Wooden dowel points at arm pin hole.
 



 
This side of the press shows the pin we are going to drive out:

 

 
Now we’re going to take this punch supplied by Dillon:

 



 
……..and drop it in the hole shown in this arm, all the way through the ram cylinder to contact the pin on the other

side like this:
 

 
Then we’re going to gently tap on the other arms pin to drive it out – make sure your punch is centered on the pin to

drive out and not contacting the ram cylinder. It will drive out like this:
 



 
and this:

 

 
until it falls out and the arm will then be free:

 



 
After this is done the stepped toggle bolt is easily removed and the new toggle link is installed. simply tap the pin for

the arm until it is seated even with the side of the press to reinstall.
 
 

Here we are ready to go back together:
 

 
Link on one side:

 



 
 

Arm installed and pin being tapped back in. Tighten nuts until no slop is apparent but not so tight you can’t move
toggle arms.

 

 
Now go load some ammo!!
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